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Introduction 

Communication is essential for healthcare professionals to share health information 

with the patients and their relatives. It plays a very significant role in defining patients' 

beliefs, emotions, needs and expectations as well as their biomedical characteristics and in 

decision-making processes [1]. Patient-centered communication (PCC) is one of the key 

factors in providing safe and effective nursing care. PCC facilitates the formation of positive 

and supportive relationships and positive health outcomes by increasing the quality of 

information transmission [2-4]. There is a growing evidence that effective clinical 

communication contributes to improved treatment outcomes and the experiences of patients 

and healthcare professionals [5]. Besides, nurses' communication skills can be helpful in 

improving the quality of life of patients [6]. 

Healthcare professionals are expected to act in line with the patients' information 

needs and common decision-making preferences by considering the emotional needs and 

sensitivities of patients. They need good communication skills to communicate effectively in 

this complex process [7]. Indeed, studies evaluating the effectiveness of training to improve 

communication skills showed that healthcare providers stated to have been less exposed to the 

aggressive behaviors of patients after the training and stated that their self-confidence in 

dealing with these behaviors increased [8,9]. Some study results also showed that 

improvement was found in their empathy skills [5,10,11] and patient-centeredness in clinical 

practice [12], and that patient satisfaction [13] and patient adherence increased [11,14]. 

Clinical communication skills are one of the key personal traits for an ideal interaction 

with patients and is the combination of convertible skills that can be improved. These skills 

may indicate the ability to transmit information to patients and also the ability to incorporate 

patients’ preferences in the decision-making process and to understand their messages 

[15,16].  Good communication skills of employees in the health sector, where there is 
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intensive communication between the patients and healthcare professionals, positively affects 

the diagnosis processes. These skills also play a role in the issues such as reduced job stress of 

employees, increased compliance and patient satisfaction, and improved patient care quality 

[17]. It is known that patients' perceptions of the quality of health services they receive 

significantly depend on the quality of communication with the healthcare team. Previous 

studies proved that there was a positive and strong relationship between patient-provider 

communication and patients' adherence to treatment [18], management of chronic diseases 

and their motivation to adapt better lifestyles [19]. On the other hand, a minor mistake to be 

made by healthcare professionals due to the problems in communication leads to 

irrecoverable consequences and problems such as misdiagnosis, medication errors and 

delayed treatment [20]. 

The role given to communication studies in health services has increased over the 

years, and thus, Health Communication discipline has been established accordingly. United 

States (US) Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion has indicated that health 

communication studies are essential for effective public health strategies and practices [21]. 

The USA has included the title of health communication within the context of “Healthy 

People 2010” targets and emphasized the increasing importance of it, and they also have 

included health communication under the title of “Health Communication and Health 

Information Technology” in the “Healthy People 2020” project aiming a healthier society in 

2020 [22]. 

There are different ways to evaluate communication skills of healthcare professionals 

such as self-assessment questionnaires, patient-assessment questionnaires and third-party 

observations. Various scales have been developed to assess communication skills. However, 

to the best of our knowledge, the number of studies that focus on communication skills of 

health professionals is very limited. In a systematic review study conducted by Cömert et al., 
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scales assessing communication skills of medical students were investigated. In the study, the 

methodological quality of studies were reported mainly as poor [23].  

The Health Professionals Communication Skills Scale (HP-CSS) shows good 

psychometric properties. Moreover, the HP-CSS is one of the rare instruments that shows the 

entire process of scale development starting from the semantic and syntactic definition of the 

construct to the evaluation of psychometric properties [24]. In a very recent study conducted 

on 692 nurses, psychometric properties of the scale were analyzed and appropriate results 

were obtained. The study empirically revealed that nurses who have adequate communication 

skills feel themselves safer, more competent and thus, result in improved interpersonal 

relationships with their patients [25]. In another study assessing the performance of 4th-year 

Nursing students in the simulated clinical practices, a positive relationship between the 

students’ communication skills and their performance was reported. It was also revealed that 

higher levels of empathy, respect, informative communication and assertiveness result in 

improved performance in the clinical environment [26]. 

Reliable instruments can be used to assess nurses’ communication skills to contribute 

to improvement of quality of care and the development of the studies on further improvement 

of their skills [15,27]. Therefore, there is a need for valid and reliable measurement tools 

specially developed to evaluate the communication between healthcare professionals and 

patients [28]. As far as the literature review is concerned, no previous study was conducted to 

validate a communication skills scale specific to health professionals in Turkey. In general, 

studies assessing communication skills of health professionals were carried out using scales 

developed not for health professionals, but for general use. The aims of the present study were 

to translate and adapt the HP-CSS developed by Leal-Costa et al. [28] into Turkish and to 

examine whether it is a valid and reliable tool for assessing communication skills of health 
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professionals. The study results will provide researchers and managers of health institutions 

with a useful tool for the new studies and assessments in Turkey. 

Method 

Study design 

This methodological study consisted of two phases; In phase 1, the HP-CSS was 

translated and culturally adapted into Turkish following guidelines proposed by Sousa [29] 

and World Health Organization (WHO) for cross-cultural adaptation process [30]. In phase 2, 

the psychometric properties of the Turkish version of the HP-CSS were evaluated through a 

cross-sectional survey (Figure 1). 

Setting and participants 

The present study was conducted between September 2017 and February 2018. A 

convenience sampling method was used to recruit health professionals from three hospitals of 

a hospital group in Istanbul. A total of 394 health professionals including nurses and 

physicians participated in the study. In the adaptation of a scale to another language, it is 

recommended that sample size should be 5-10 times greater than the number of items in the 

scale [31]. The HP-CSS consists of 18 items and our sampling size met this criterion with a 

ratio of 1 to 22. 

Ethical considerations 

For adaptation of the HP-CSS to Turkish, written permission of César Leal-Costa, 

who developed the instrument, was taken. The ethics committee approval of the study was 

obtained from the Clinical Research Ethics Committee of Demiroglu Bilim University before 

conducting the study (04.07.2017/60-14). Additionally, verbal consent was obtained from 

each of the participants. 
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Instrument 

The questionnaire was composed of three sections: (1) a demographic information 

form including age, gender, marital status, education level, major, working period and 

attendance to any training related to communication skills before; (2) the HP-CSS developed 

by Leal-Costa et al. (2016) and (3) Communication Skills Inventory (CSI) [32].  

The HP-CSS is a self-report scale evaluating the communication skills of health 

professionals. Development of the original scale was completed in two phases. In the first 

phase, the concept of communication skills of health professionals, relationships between its 

components and external constructs were analyzed from a theoretical point of view. 29 

experts assessed the adequacy of the definition of the construct using a Delphi-type 

methodology. Adequacy scores of each construct were ranged between .83 and .93. The 

evidence of content validity was provided. In the second phase, the scale consisting of 46 

items were developed. 27 experts specialized in health communication evaluated the items 

and they decided to remove four items. Consensus validity was based on expert agreement. 

The first preliminary test was carried out with a small group of health professionals consisting 

of two physicians, four nurses and three nursing assistants [24]. Psychometric properties of 

the scale were investigated in another research which is the continuation of the first study. 

Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) were conducted to 

analyze the items and components they belong to. The resulting scale consists of 18 items 

divided into 4 dimensions, including empathy (five items), informative communication (six 

items), respect (three items) and social skill (four items). The participants were assessed on 

how often each item applies to themselves by using a six-point Likert-type scale from 1 to 6 

(1 = almost never, 2 = once in a while, 3 = sometimes, 4 = normally, 5 = very often, 6 = many 

times). Empathy includes items 2, 4, 6, 11 and 12, and the score ranges between 5 and 30; 

informative communication includes items 5, 8, 9, 14, 17 and 18, and the score ranges 
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between 6 and 36; respect includes items 1, 3 and 15, and the score ranges between 3 and 18; 

social skill includes items 7, 10, 13 and 16, and the score ranges between 4 and 24. Higher 

scores reflect better communication skills of health professionals. The Cronbach’s alpha 

coefficients of the original scale were reported as .77, .78, .74 and .65 for Empathy, 

Informative Communication, Respect, and Social Skill dimensions, respectively [28]. 

The CSI consists of 45 items rated on a five-point Likert-type scale. The scale 

comprises three dimensions; behavioral (CSI-B), cognitive (CSI-C) and emotional (CSI-E). 

Scores range from 15 to 75 for each dimension where the higher the score, the better the 

communication skills [32]. 

Translation and adaptation process 

The cross-cultural adaptation process was carried out in four steps: forward 

translation, expert panel back translation, pre-testing and cognitive interviewing, and the final 

version [29, 30]. The translation process was completed in 3 weeks with no significant 

difficulty. 

Step 1. Forward translation: After the approval from the developer of the original HP-

CSS, the scale was translated into Turkish.  Two bilingual experts (a nurse professor and an 

English lecturer at the Faculty of Health Sciences), both fluent in English, independently 

translated the original scale into Turkish (TL1 and TL2). A panel including a third 

independent nurse professor, one communication professor, and the research team reviewed 

forward-translated versions to achieve the most accurate translation. After resolving 

ambiguities and disagreements, a preliminary initial translated version named as version 1 

was created (PI-TL). 

Step 2. Back translation: Version 1 of the scale was then independently translated back 

into English by two scholars in the English Language and Literature who haven’t seen the 

original HP-CSS (B-TL1 and B-TL2). One of the translators had experience in health 
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terminology. The back-translated English versions were compared with the original version of 

the HP-CSS in English by an expert committee, comprising the researchers and all translators 

involved in the process. In this meeting, the committee discussed each item in more detail to 

ensure no major discrepancies existed and to achieve the best possible level of semantic and 

conceptual relevance. The expert committee decided to make minor changes to items 16 and 

18. Item 16, “I find it difficult to make requests of patients” was changed to “It is difficult for 

me to make requests of patients”. Item 18, “I find it difficult to ask for information from 

patients” was modified to “It is difficult for me to ask questions to patients to collect 

information”. These changes were made considering the prevalence of use in Turkish to 

obtain appropriate items in terms of clarity and understandability. The comprehensibility and 

the cognitive equivalence of the translation were confirmed by the cognitive interviews. After 

a consensus was reached within the committee, the pre-final version named as version 2 was 

produced. 

Step 3. Pre-testing and cognitive interviewing: Next, version 2 of the scale was 

examined in a pilot study on 30 health professionals aged 20-42 from the same hospital. 23 of 

the participants were female. The health professionals were asked to read and answer all items 

of the pre-final version of the HP-CSS. Then, the participants were individually interviewed 

about their opinions regarding the clarity and understandability of the questions. All of the 

health professionals indicated that the items were easy to understand and didn’t have 

unnecessary words. At the end of the pilot study, no modification was required and version 3 

was created. 

Step 4. Final version: The last step is the proof reading of version 3. The final Turkish 

version of HP-CSS was completed by requesting a Turkish linguist for typo, spelling, or 

grammatical errors. The final version of the scale was named HP-CSS-TR. 
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Regarding content validity, a panel of six independent experts (two teaching staff from 

the field of communication, two nurse academicians, one physician and one registered nurse) 

reviewed and evaluated each item separately. The clarity and relevance of each item were 

assessed by using a 4-point scale (1 = not clear/relevant, 2 = somewhat clear/relevant, 3 = 

quite clear/relevant, and 4 = highly clear/relevant). The content validity index (CVI) for each 

item was computed by dividing the total score of each item by the total number of experts. 

The overall CVI was computed by taking the average of the CVIs of all items. The CVI of the 

scale items (I-CVI) ranged from .83 to 1. The CVI for the overall scale (S-CVI) was .94 

which supports that HP-CSS-TR has good content validity. 

Data collection 

Data were collected in three hospitals of a hospital group in Istanbul. The health 

professionals who voluntarily accepted to participate in the study were informed about the 

purpose of the study and about the parts of the questionnaire. In the second part of the survey, 

they were asked to mark the most appropriate option for each item considering their 

experiences with the patients. A brief description of the purpose of the study was also 

included at the beginning of the survey form. It took 5–8 minutes to answer the HP-CSS-TR 

by the participants. The HP-CSS was readministered to 30 health professionals 2 weeks later 

to evaluate the test-retest reliability of the scale. 

Data analysis 

Data analyses were performed using the IBM SPSS Statistics 21 and IBM SPSS Amos 

24 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) software packages. Descriptive statistics (mean, standard 

deviation and frequency distributions) were used to determine participants’ socio-

demographic characteristics. The skewness and kurtosis coefficients were assessed to test the 

normality of the distribution of the data. The distribution of the data was accepted as normal if 
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the absolute value of skewness of all variables was smaller than 3 and the absolute value of 

the kurtosis was smaller than 10 [33]. 

The content validity of the HP-CSS-TR was assessed using scale and item-level CVI. 

The convergent validity was investigated by examining the relationship between the HP-CSS-

TR and the CSI scales. The Spearman’s correlation coefficient was used to investigate the 

correlation between the HP-CSS-TR and the CSI scores. 

The internal consistency of the instrument was evaluated by calculating Cronbach’s 

alpha coefficient. Test-retest reliability was investigated by the intraclass correlation and 

paired sample T-test. Correlations between the HP-CSS-TR dimensions were studied. The 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was performed to evaluate the construct validity of the 

scale. The indices χ2/df (chi-square / degrees of freedom), goodness of fit index (GFI), 

adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI), incremental fit index (IFI), Tucker-Lewis coefficient 

(TLI), comparative fit index (CFI) and root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) 

were used to assess the dimensions’ goodness of fit. A P-value < .05 was considered to 

indicate statistical significance. 

Results 

Sample characteristics 

The sample consisted of 394 people (304 female and 90 male) that were between 19 

and 67 years old. The mean age was 29.54 years, with a standard deviation of 9.75 years. Of 

the participants, 329 were nurses (83.5%) and 65 were physicians (16.5%). The average of 

time working as a health professional was 8.16 ± 8.83 years. The majority of the respondents 

were married (67.5%), had bachelor’s degree (57.4%), had attended training related to 

communication skills before (62.2%) and indicated that communication with the patient 

affects quality of care (97.5%). The socio-demographic characteristics of the sample were 

presented in Table 1. 
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Descriptive statistics 

The mean scores of the 18 items ranged between 4.57 and 5.78, and standard 

deviations ranged from .52 and 1.32. The mean scores of HP-CSS-TR dimensions were 27.45 

(SD 2.85; range 8-30) for Empathy, 32.87 (SD 3.37; range 11-36) for Informative 

Communication, 17.09 (SD 1.38; range 8-18) for Respect and 19.80 (SD 3.30; range 7-24) for 

Social Skill. The skewness and kurtosis values were in acceptable range (< 3 for skewness 

and < 10 for kurtosis) for all variables which indicates multivariate normality. The item-total 

correlation coefficients were all greater than .40 and statistically significant at p < .001 

significance level (Table 2). 

Validity 

Construct validity was analyzed using CFA. In CFA, HP-CSS-TR is composed of 18 

items and four dimensions, including Empathy (items 2, 4, 6, 11, 12), Informative 

Communication (items 5, 8, 9, 14, 17, 18), Respect (items 1, 3, 15) and Social Skill (items 7, 

10, 13, 16). Two models were tested in this study. Model 1 provides the CFA analysis of the 

HP-CSS-TR without correlating error terms. The fit indices of the model were almost 

satisfactory:  χ2/df = 3.37, GFI = .889, AGFI = .853, IFI = .894, TLI = .873, CFI = .893, 

RMSEA .078. The data fit was improved in Model 2 by setting six error covariances (Cov 

(e13, e14); Cov (e22, e23); Cov (e18, e20); Cov (e18, e21); Cov (e25, e26); and Cov (e28, 

e29) as free parameters. The model fit indices and standardized factor weights of the Model 2 

are presented in Figure 2. CFA model fits data very well; χ2/df = 2.79, GFI = .912, AGFI = 

.877, IFI = .924, TLI = .904, CFI = .923, RMSEA .068. With the exception of item 18, all 

items of the HP-CSS-TR showed appropriate standardized factor weights with a range of .45-

.80 (λ > .40). Since the fit index values were in good agreement, we decided to keep item 18 

on the scale. Consequently, the model was confirmed. 
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Convergent validity was assessed through the correlation between the HP-CSS-TR 

and the CSI. All HP-CSS-TR scores were found to be significantly positively correlated with 

CSI scores (p < .001). While the great majority of correlations were moderate or strong, there 

was a weak correlation between respect and CSI-B (r = .39, p < .001); and social skill and 

CSI-E subscales (r = .38, p < .001) (Table 3). 

Reliability 

Internal consistency of the HP-CSS-TR was assessed by Cronbach's alpha coefficient. 

The Cronbach’s alpha values of the Empathy, Informative Communication, Respect and 

Social Skill dimensions were .79, .74, .73 and .72, respectively. Item-total correlations were 

between .63 and .83 for Empathy, .64 and .77 for Informative Communication, .78 and .83 for 

Respect, and .69 and .78 for Social Skill. All dimensions demonstrated good internal 

consistency reliability. 

In order to evaluate the scale’s stability over time, test-retest analysis was performed 

in 7.6% (n=30) of the participants with an interval of 2 weeks. It was determined that the 

intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) varied between .82 and .89 for the dimensions. The 

correlation values between the first and the second questionnaires were r=.80 for Empathy, 

r=.53 for Informative Communication, r=.83 for Respect and r=.79 for Social Skill with a 

significant difference at p < .01 significance level. Additionally, mean dimension scores of the 

first and second assessments were compared with paired sample t-test and no statistically 

significant difference was found (p > .05). These findings indicate good temporal stability. 

Discussion 

Effective communication is an important component of patient care that positively 

affects health outcomes. Assessment of health professionals’ communication skills using 

valid and reliable measures can be useful in clinical environments. In this study, it was aimed 

to adapt the HP-CSS into Turkish and to determine its validity and reliability. To the best of 
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our knowledge, this is the first instrument in Turkey to evaluate the communication skills of 

health professionals. We translated the HP-CSS into Turkish through a procedure including 

translation, synthesis, back-translation, expert review and pilot study proposed by Sousa & 

Rojjanasrirat (2010) and WHO [29, 30]. Our findings support the reliability and validity of 

the HP-CSS-TR. 

To evaluate the content validity of the scale, the I-CVI and S-CVI were calculated. 

According to previous studies, an I-CVI value of at least .78 and a S-CVI value of at least .90 

are considered as appropriate [34-36]. In the present study, the I-CVI ranged from .83 to 1.00, 

and a S-CVI of .94 indicated that the experts confirmed the relevance and clarity of the 

Turkish version of HP-CSS. 

The convergent validity of the HP-CSS-TR was assessed by performing correlation 

analysis between the HP-CSS-TR and CSI scale scores. In terms of the consistency between 

the HP-CSS-TR and CSI scales, all correlations were found to be statistically significant (p < 

.001). This finding indicates that the convergent validity of HP-CSS-TR was supported. 

With regard to the reliability of the HP-CSS-TR, the Cronbach‘s alpha coefficients 

were .79, .74, .73 and .72 for Empathy, Informative Communication, Respect and Social Skill 

dimensions, respectively. These values were all above the acceptable limit of .70 which 

suggests adequate internal consistency [37]. Compared to the internal consistency obtained in 

the original scale, results demonstrated slightly better internal consistency in Empathy and 

Social Skill dimensions (.77, .78, .74 and .65, respectively) [28]. In a recent validation study 

conducted on nurses in Spain, Cronbach‘s alpha coefficients were found between .65 and .78 

[25]. Additionally, the item-total correlations were calculated in order to determine the 

relationship between the items and the scale scores. It is recommended that the item-total 

correlation of an item should be above .20 [38]. In the present study, the item-total 
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correlations were between .63 and .83 which indicates that the scale has sufficient internal 

consistency. 

The test-retest analysis showed consistent results over a 2-week interval, with all ICCs 

exceeding .80. This finding is consistent with the findings of Leal-Costa et al. (2016) [28]. 

The correlation of scores between interviews were significant for all dimensions (p < .01). As 

a result of the paired samples analysis, no statistically significant difference was found, 

indicating that the measurements are repeatable (p > .05). Results demonstrated that the 

psychometric properties are adequate in terms of internal consistency and stability over time. 

The goodness of the fit for the four-dimension model reported by Leal-Costa et al., 

2016 was examined by CFA [28]. The model fit was improved by allowing correlated 

measurement errors. Although this strategy is criticized by some authors [33, 39], it is 

commonly used in the literature and supported by many researchers [40-42]. Moreover, the 

original scale developers [28] and a validation study on nurses all reported the use of 

correlated errors [25]. In order to present differences between two models more clearly, we 

also reported the model fit indices before and after the use of correlated errors. The results of 

the modified model indicated an acceptable goodness of fit. Acceptable values of χ2/df (≤ 3), 

GFI, IFI, TLI (NNFI) and CFI (≥ .90), RMSEA ≤ .08 and AGFI (≥ .85) were calculated [43]. 

With the exception of item 18 (λ:.27), the factor loadings were between .45 and .80. Jöreskog 

[44] reported that the coefficient alpha of a measurement item should be over .30. 

Nevertheless, since the fit index values were in acceptable agreement and the factor weight of 

the item 18 is very close to the threshold, we decided to keep the item 18 on the scale. In the 

Spanish version of the scale, the factor loadings were between .41 and .81. Similarly, the item 

with the lowest factor loading was the item 18 [28]. In general, CFA results are consistent 

with the original study. The CFA of the HP-CSS-TR supports its structural validity. 
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The health professionals who participated in the present study perceived themselves as 

having good communication skills with their patients, as they received high average scores in 

the HP-CSS-TR scale. This result is similar to results achieved by Sánchez Expósito et al. 

[26]. Also, it was found that there was no significant difference between nurses' and 

physicians' HP-CSS-TR scores. However, the scores of the nurses were relatively higher than 

the physicians' in empathy and respect dimensions. 

Communication between health professionals and patients is one of the most 

significant dimensions of patient care which affects patient outcomes and quality of care 

especially in chronic diseases [7, 11, 19]. It’s important for nurse managers to identify the 

communication skills and educational needs of nurses related to communication skills and 

plan training activities for development [45]. As a reliable and valid tool, HP-CSS-TR can be 

used by both nurse managers and other managers in health organizations, to be sure that 

communication skills are developed and maintained in clinical environments. Moreover, a 

study was conducted to determine research priorities of consumers and other stakeholders to 

inform Cochrane Reviews in “health communication and participation”. Structural and 

cultural challenges in health services and building health professionals’ communication skills 

were the most addressed topics [46]. Researchers can contribute to the literature by 

conducting detailed studies on health professionals’ communication skills and related factors 

using the scale. 

Strengths and limitations of study 

This study had some limitations. First, the sample only consisted of nurses and 

physicians. Future work should further validate the Turkish version of HP-CSS using a much 

larger sample that includes other health professionals such as physiotherapists, dieticians, 

psychologists etc. Second, this study was conducted at three hospitals (one teaching hospital 

and two class-I private hospitals) in Istanbul. Therefore, results cannot be generalized to the 
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entire population of health professionals in Turkey. Further studies should be conducted in 

other types of hospitals, community health centers and other cities in Turkey. Despite these 

limitations, the present study makes an important contribution toward improving quality of 

care by enhancing the relational aspects between health professionals and patients. 

Conclusions 

According to the findings, it was determined that the Turkish version of the HP-CSS is 

a valid and reliable instrument for evaluating the communication skills of health care 

professionals. Our findings confirmed four factors in the HP-CSS-TR, including Empathy, 

Informative Communication, Respect and Social Skill. The HP-CSS-TR can be readily used 

to evaluate relational aspects between health professionals and patients in Turkey. Future 

research is recommended to assess the effects of healthcare professionals’ communication 

skills on the quality of care and patient outcomes in Turkey. 
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Table 1. Sample characteristics of the participants (N=394) 

Variables n (%) 

Age (mean, standard deviation) 29.54 ± 9.75 

Gender   

Female 304 (77.2) 

Male 90 (22.8) 

Marital Status   

Single 128 (32.5) 

Married 266 (67.5) 

Education   

Vocational School of Health 75 (19.0) 

Associate Degree 61 (15.5) 

Undergraduate 226 (57.4) 

Postgraduate 32 (8.1) 

Occupation   

Nurse 329 (83.5) 

Physician 65 (16.5) 

Years working as a health professional (mean, standard deviation) 8.16 ± 8.83 

Education, training or symposium related to communication skills   

Yes 245 (62.2) 

No 149 (37.8) 

Does communication with the patient affects quality of care?   

Yes 384 (97.5) 

No 10 (2.5) 
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 2

Table 2. Descriptive statistics and item-total correlation dimension 

Item Mean SD Item-total 
correlation 
dimension  

Test-retest 
reliability 
(ICC)  

1. I respect the right of patients to express themselves 
freely. 

5.47 0.83 .78a .65 

2. I explore the emotions of my patients. 5.68 0.56 .68a .95 

3. I respect the autonomy and freedom of patients. 5.55 0.78 .83a .80 

4. When the patient speaks, I show interest through body 
gestures (nodding, eye contact, smiles, . . .) 

5.36 0.85 .63a .74 

5. I provide information to patients (whenever my 
professional competency permits me) about what 
concerns them. 

5.39 0.84 .71a .78 

6. I listen to patients without prejudice, regardless of their 
physical appearance, mannerisms, form of expression,.. 

5.61 0.71 .71a .82 

7. I express my opinions and desires clearly to patients. 5.41 0.81 .76a .74 

8. When I give information, I use silence to allow the 
patient to assimilate what I am saying. 

5.64 0.64 .64a .95 

9. When I give information to patients, I do so in 
understandable terms. 

5.69 0.62 .77a .82 

10. When a patient does something that does not seem right, 
I express my disagreement or discomfort. 

5.33 0.82 .74a .94 

11. I dedicate time to listen and try to understand the needs 
of patients. 

5.19 1.32 .83a .87 

12. I try to understand the feelings of my patient. 5.78 0.52 .82a .83 

13. When I interact with patients I express my opinions 
clearly and firmly. 

5.69 0.58 .78a .92 

14. I believe that the patient is entitled to receive health 
information. 

5.61 0.61 .71a .50 

15. I feel that I respect the needs of patients. 5.21 1.00 .80a .81 

16. I find it difficult to make requests of patients. 4.57 1.29 .69a .77 

17. I make sure that patients have comprehended the 
information provided. 

5.14 1.03 .71a .81 

18. I find it difficult to ask for information from the patients. 4.89 1.15 .64a .90 

SD: Standard deviation;  ICC: Intraclass correlation coefficient; a p < .001. 
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 3

Table 3. Concurrent validity of the HP-CSS-TR (N=394) 

 Empathy: HP-
CSS-TR 

Informative Com.: 
HP-CSS-TR 

Respect: HP-
CSS-TR 

Social Skill: 
HP-CSS-TR 

CSI-B CSI-C CSI-E 

r (p) r (p) r (p) r (p) r (p) r (p) r (p) 

Empathy: HP-CSS-TR 1       

Informative Communication: HP-CSS-TR .66 (< .001) 1      

Respect: HP-CSS-TR .63 (< .001) .60 (< .001) 1     

Social Skill: HP-CSS-TR .54 (< .001) .48 (< .001) .46 (< .001) 1    

CSI-B .49 (< .001) .41 (< .001) .39 (< .001) .69 (< .001) 1   

CSI-C .54 (< .001) .72 (< .001) .65 (< .001) .44 (< .001) .42 (< .001) 1  

CSI-E .63 (< .001) .48 (< .001) .44 (< .001) .38 (< .001) .40 (< .001) .42 (< .001) 1 

Note: HP-CSS-TR = Turkish version of the health professionals communication skills scale; CSI-B = Communication skills inventory behavioral subscale; 
CSI-C = Communication skills inventory cognitive subscale; CSI-E = Communication skills inventory emotional subscale; r: Spearman’s correlation 
coefficient 
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Main study 
(384 health professionals) 

Construct validity 
(Confirmatory factor analysis) 

Model fit indices 

Content validity 
I-CVI > 0.78    S-CVI > 0.90 

Internal consistency 
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient > 0.70 

Convergent validity 
p < 0.01 

Test-retest reliability 
Intra-class correlation p < 0.01 

 

Item analysis 
Corrected item correlations > 0.30 

 

Phase 2: Validation process Phase 1: Adaptation process 

 

Translation 
to Turkish 

(TL1) 

Expert committee 
(researchers and translators) 

 

Pilot study 
(30 health professionals) 

Revised HP-CSS 

HP-CSS-TR 

Final Instrument 

Translation 
to Turkish 

(TL2) 

Synthesis of the translations 
(TL1 + TL2) = PI-TL 

Back-
translation 
(B-TL1) 

Back-
translation 
(B-TL2) 
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